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Over the last twenty years, cultural heritage has been a favored domain for personalization
research. For years, researchers have experimented with the cutting edge technology of the day;
now, with the convergence of internet and wireless technology, and the increasing adoption of the
Web as a platform for the publication of information, the visitor is able to exploit cultural heritage
material before, during and after the visit, having different goals and requirements in each phase.
However, cultural heritage sites have a huge amount of information to present, which must be
filtered and personalized in order to enable the individual user to easily access it.
Personalization of cultural heritage information requires a system that is able to model the user
(e.g., interest, knowledge and other personal characteristics), as well as contextual aspects, select
the most appropriate content, and deliver it in the most suitable way. It should be noted that
achieving this result is extremely challenging in the case of first-time users, such as tourists who
visit a cultural heritage site for the first time (and maybe the only time in their life). In addition, as
tourism is a social activity, adapting to the individual is not enough because groups and
communities have to be modeled and supported as well, taking into account their mutual interests,
previous mutual experience, and requirements.
How to model and represent the user(s) and the context of the visit and how to reason with regard
to the information that is available are the challenges faced by researchers in personalization of
cultural heritage. Notwithstanding the effort invested so far, a definite solution is far from being
reached, mainly because new technology and new aspects of personalization are constantly being
introduced.
This article surveys the research in this area. Starting from the earlier systems, which presented
cultural heritage information in kiosks, it summarizes the evolution of personalization techniques
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in museum web sites, virtual collections and mobile guides, until recent extension of cultural
heritage toward the semantic and social web. The paper concludes with current challenges and
points out areas where future research is needed.

Keywords: Personalized Access to Cultural Heritage, Personalization, Cultural
Heritage

1. Introduction
The extensive amount of existing cultural heritage material, which far exceeds the
space available in museums, and the increasing interest in making collections
accessible to a large public have motivated cultural heritage institutions to adopt
web-based and mobile information tools as a means for presenting their
collections. Most institutions are developing web sites in order to achieve a lowcost web presence, and many are offering mobile guides to assist visitors on site.
The convergence of internet and wireless technology has made the exploration
of cultural heritage a continuous process, starting before the visit and ideally
never ending, as the user is able to plan the visit online, visit the site, and then
“revisit” places of interest online again. However, any novel technology
introduces new challenges: firstly, large web-based collections are difficult to
browse and entail the risk of overloading users with information; secondly,
visitors are highly heterogeneous and require different types of information, at
different levels of detail; finally, the target users of cultural heritage sites (and
tourists in general) are often first- and short-time visitors to an unknown place.
This means that, on the one hand, they are in constant need of help in finding
relevant information, while on the other hand, providing them with appropriate
information is challenging because, initially, their interests and needs are
unknown.
Cultural heritage has been a privileged application domain for personalization
for many years and recent museum research also acknowledges the need for
personalized, individual support. Specifically, John Falk (2009) points out that
museum visitors differ and their visit experience is composed of the physical, the
personal, and the socio-cultural context, and identity-related aspects. Hence they
may benefit from individualized support that takes into account contextual and
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personal attributes. Moreover, visitors‟ behavior may not remain consistent during
the visit and this may require ongoing adaptation.
While technology-oriented research in personalization of cultural heritage
information started in the early ‟90s, when pioneer projects developed techniques
aimed at adapting suggestions and presentation of information to the individual
user, museum research studies started to explore the idea of personalized services
only recently. The evolution of these two research areas occurred asynchronously
in the exact/technological sciences (as technology evolved) and in Humanities
(with the evolution of museums visitors‟ studies).
This article surveys the evolution of technology-based personalization in
cultural heritage and points out the current challenges. As the systems developed
over the years differ in several aspects, a comparative table has been used to
facilitate the analysis; the criteria for comparison and the reviewed systems are
reported in Section 2. The article then uses an historical perspective and, starting
from the first systems, which presented cultural heritage information in kiosks, it
summarizes the evolution of personalization techniques in museum web sites,
virtual collections, and mobile guides (Section 3); it then discusses methods and
techniques for personalization (Section 4), and concludes by pointing to current
challenges and future research directions (Section 5). A short summary concludes
the paper (Section 6).

2. A Comparative Analysis
During the past 20 years, the research on technology-based personalization of
cultural heritage experimented with different settings and proposed various
solutions. These were developed following the evolution of information and
communication technologies (ICT), specifically concerning: communication
networks (from wired to broadband wireless connections), end-user devices (from
desktop computers to mobile smart phones) and User Interfaces (from textual to
multimodal ones and virtual reality). Table 1 below provides a comparison of
many of the adaptive systems developed so far. A number of different dimensions
have been used as analytical tools; each dimension is further specified to highlight
particular aspects, as discussed in the following:
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Setting captures the situation where the interaction occurs. Indoor and
outdoor both indicate physical presence at the site, while virtual shows the

visitor is using a virtual gallery or collection, most likely remotely from the
site itself, and sometimes in virtual reality 3D.


Device: different devices afford different interactions and therefore we
distinguish desktop, mobile, and wearable/tangible. Specifically, the
“mobile” column describes the type of end-user device for which the User
Interface of the reviewed systems is developed: tablet (T), laptop (L), PDA
(P), and smart phone (S).



Presentation style (Pres. style) captures the form of delivery and the medium
of the presentation, often suggested by the setting or the device. We
distinguish between: map-based when the metaphor used is that of a map on
which the points of interest are displayed; web pages when the display
follows a traditional Web layout; character when the content is delivered by
an agent (generally a cartoon); and audio-video when the presentation is
different from the text and includes delivery modes that are exclusively audio,
or audio and video (could be animations or clips).



Adaptation type (Adapt.) is used to distinguish which features are taken into
account during the adaptation process: context-aware is used when features
such as opening times or proximity are taken into account; individual denotes
personalization to a single person; and group indicates that the adaptation is
targeted to a group of people.



UM representation (UM rep.) is used to classify systems according to how
they represent the user model. Different representations are considered, such
as describing the user‟s interest in the concepts of the domain (Overlay),
specifying particular user features (Feature-based), a “bag of words”
(Content-based), or the list of preferred items (List of Items). See Section
4.2.1 for details.



UM initialization (UM init.) differentiates systems according to the way in
which the user model is initialized. Some systems do not initialize the user
model at all, or they start with a general model, the same for every user
(None); others question the user about her/his Preferences, or they employ a
4
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Stereotype based on some user information. Yet other systems exploit the
Keywords associated with the items selected by the user, or the information

retrieved from other systems (Mediation) to initialize the user model. Finally,
some systems initialize the user models by means of a case-based approach.
See Section 4.2.2 for details.


UM updating captures the different dynamics in the evolution of the user
model during the interaction with the user. Feedback type is used to represent
the intentionality of the interaction: E stands for explicit interaction (e.g.,
clicking on a link), I for implicit interaction (e.g., walking toward an exhibit),
and B for both. The other facets of this dimension denote the particular
inference techniques applied to update the user model (Heuristic inference,
Activation/Inhibition

networks,

Collaborative

filtering,

Content-based,

Semantic reasoning). See Section 4.2.3.



Matching user and content (Matching) is aimed at selecting the most
appropriate content to be presented for a given user or users group. Several
techniques have been developed for this purpose: earlier proposals used
condition-action rules (C/A rules), or activation/inhibition networks
(Act/inhib network) for the selection of the most relevant content to be
presented. Recently, users have been enabled to annotate items with rates,
tags and comments (Social), and such information is employed to browse
content on the basis of folksonomies, and to select content by Ranking it.
Items can be ranked by applying various techniques, such as Content Based
filtering, Collaborative filtering, Vector Space, possibly enriched with
Semantic reasoning techniques. See Section 4.3.

The next two sections present cultural heritage systems according to these
dimensions and aspects. As space limits prevent us from describing each system
in depth, Table 1 reports every feature of every system, helping the reader get a
sense of the whole research area at a glance. For each system reported in the table,
but not reviewed in this paper, a footnote shows a relevant bibliography reference.
Appendix A provides a larger font version of the table.
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Table 1. An analytical comparison of personalized CH systems.
Setting

Device

Pres. style

Adapt.

UM rep.

UM init.

UM updating

Matching

Name

Indoors
Outdoors
Virtual
Desktop
Mobile
Wearable/tangible
Map-based
Web pages
Character
Audio-Video
Context-Aware
Individual
Group
Overlay
Feature-based
Content-based
List of items
Preferences
Stereotypes
None
Mediation
Keywords selection
Case Based
Feedback type
Heuristic inference
Act/inhib network
Collaborative filtering
Content Based
Semantic reasoning
Social
C/A Rules
Ranking
Semantic reasoning
Act/inhib network
Collaborative Filtering
Content-Based filtering
Vector Space

System
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Hyperaudio
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Marble
Museum
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WebMuseum
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3. Historical Overview
Personalization was first introduced on desktop systems but was quickly applied
to mobile technology to exploit its potential in delivering context-aware and
personalized information “on the go”. This section retraces the main milestones in
the management of the user interaction, which has focused on the following
issues:


Improving the selection of the information to be presented, given the users
interests, attitudes and surrounding context, including the social context in



which the user is immersed.
Improving the modality adopted for delivering information to the user, in a
desktop setting and/or “on the go”, and the organization of the presentations,



for better comprehension and navigation of large amounts of information.
Enriching the media used to interact with the user, from text only to audio
and video content, as well as enhanced reality.

We distinguish between two scenarios – desktop and mobile – due to the
fundamental differences between them that still exist, even though the
personalization technologies used in the two settings are converging.

3.1 On the Desktop: from Hypertext to the Web and Virtual Reality
The personalization of cultural heritage can be traced back to the early ‟90s, when
some of the adaptive hypermedia systems looked at museum content (AlFresco
(Stock et al., 1993), ILEX (Oberlander et al., 1998)) and tourism (AVANTI (Fink
et al., 1998)) as possible application domains. AlFresco provided personalized
content as part of a human-machine dialogue on Italian art and combined natural
language processing with a hypermedia system connected to a videodisc.
Personalized content was also the goal of ILEX, which automatically generated
hypertext pages with text and images taken from material harvested from existing
catalogues and transcriptions of conversations with the curator. Natural language
generation techniques maintained a coherent narrative throughout the pages that
were generated. A contemporary of the AlFresco system, AVANTI was a desktop
application running on kiosks and the first to explore the creation of personalized
Web pages of tours in cities, taking into account the user‟s interest, knowledge,
and physical abilities.
7
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With the advent of the web, museums started creating information-rich web
sites, and personalization was considered a good way to support users in finding
information in unfamiliar collections. The online Marble Museum of Carrara
(Paternò and Mancini, 1999) offered three choices to users: 1) a static stereotype
of either „tourist‟, „student‟, or „expert‟ which gave predefined views on the
information; 2) a user profile that should be set manually (e.g., selecting which
information should be displayed); and 3) an adaptive virtual guide that took into
account what had been seen and suggested additional relevant information in a
separate window. The Active WebMuseum (Kohrs and Merialdo, 2001) used the
metaphor of „corridors‟, represented as lists of artworks, to organize sets of related
paintings dynamically, e.g., same artist, same art movement, same time frame.
The artworks were selected on the basis of collaborative filtering techniques
(Konstan and Riedl, this issue2012) and the users could move along corridors and
change path at any time, exploring the content at their leisure.
Quite naturally, when web technology started to be available on WAP phones6,
cultural heritage applications followed. The new opportunity was explored by
INTRIGUE (Ardissono et al., 2003), which supported browsing cultural heritage
information and planning tours that met the requirements of heterogeneous user
groups, such as families with elderly members and children. The content (text and
images) was dynamically selected, arranged and displayed on web pages tailored
for either a desktop browser or a WAP mini-browser.
The idea of adapting content from the PC to different devices was promoted by
MUSE (Garzotto et al., 2003), which used multichannel Web application
technology to provide visitors with information both on- and off-site: standard
web pages could be accessed on a PC at home or via a hand-held device on site.
The device controlled large displays for multimedia information (e.g., 3D models
or video clips) that could not be presented by the mobile technology of that time.
During the visit, the user could bookmark interesting items or content and this
personal collection was put on a CD as a memento to be revisited at home.
The Adaptive Hypermedia and Virtual Reality threads evolved in parallel. As
far as the former is concerned, the iCITY tourist guide (Carmagnola et al., 2008)
6

WAP phones were the ancestors of current smart phones. They supported the access to Web sites and Web-

based applications using the Wireless Application Protocol.
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provided recommendations about cultural events and resources to visitors of the
city of Torino, either in textual format or over a city map. The system offered
multi-device adaptation using XML-based standards for the development of User
Interfaces. At about the same time, CHIP (Wang et al., 2008) experimented with
semantic web technologies to enrich the presentation of the Rijskmuseum
collection with information retrieved from public ontologies.
Experiments with virtual reality started with M-PIRO (Calder, 2005), a followup of ILEX and of the HIPS multimedia tourist guide (Petrelli and Not, 2005)7,
which used simple virtual objects as exhibits. Natural language generation was
used to create labels in multiple languages and, in the next evolution, to provide
the speech of a robot-guide introduced in the Virtual Adaptive Gallery of the
University of Edinburgh (Oberlander et al., 2008). The robot displayed
personalized textual descriptions that took into account what the user had seen to
avoid repetition or to provide background information when introducing new
concepts. Even though the Adaptive Gallery was developed within the Second
Life social virtual space, it created an isolated experience where the visitor was
separated from the group. Conversely PeVEP (Bonis et al., 2009), a platform for
creating 3D virtual museums with personalized content, supported both a
personalized experience and the social context. The visitors could enter nonpersonalized thematic rooms, but had a personalized one that contained objects
selected on the basis of their individual interests and behavior. Users could also
see other visitors and chat with them, enter the rooms of others with similar
interests, rate objects, and leave comments or read those that others had left.
3.2 On the Go: Tablet, PDA and Phones, Wearable and Tangible
As soon as mobile technology appeared, it was adopted for delivering contextaware cultural heritage information both indoors and outdoors. Generally
speaking, indoors there is a limited space, which is extremely rich in content but
offers few services over and above information delivery. In contrast, outdoor
mobile guides covered relatively large areas – a city or part of it – offering a wide
range of integrated services, such as those providing hotel and travel information.

7

HIPS is described in Section 3.2.
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A few projects tried to cover both cases, e.g., MUSE and Smartmuseum (Ruotsalo
et al., 2009), but most were specialized in one or the other.
Supporting users “on the go” requires knowing the user‟s location. Therefore,
context awareness became dominant in mobile guides, using different locationaware services for outdoors (GPS based) and indoors (where no prevailing
positioning technology yet exists).
The accurate determination of the visitor‟s position indoors led to the idea of
interaction through physical movement. This type of interaction was first
introduced by Hyperaudio (Petrelli and Not, 2005): standing for a long time in
front of an exhibit indicated interest while leaving before the audio presentation
was over was considered as displaying the opposite attitude. Hyperaudio also
pioneered mobile guides in the late '90s, using the leading technology of the time:
an Apple Newton modified to detect infrared signals. The system monitored the
visitors‟ movement and dynamically composed audio snippets on the basis of
their current position, the chosen perspective (e.g., entertaining vs. informative)
and the interaction history (exhibits seen; for how long; content listened to).
Outdoor personalization was pioneered by GUIDE (Cheverst et al., 2000), which
used a Tablet PC to deliver information on points of interest in the city of
Lancaster, UK, using cellular WiFi technology for positioning. The proximity of
the user to points of interest and the opening times of attractions were used to
select suitable information for the current user‟s context and profile.8 Information
was displayed as images and text in web pages; additional services allowed
members of the same group to receive and send messages to each other, and to
leave and read comments.
Smaller than a tablet, but with a larger screen and with more colors than
phones, the appearance of the PDA paved the way for a large number of
prototypes, both indoor and outdoor. The idea of “interacting with the space”, first
introduced by Hyperaudio, was extended in HIPS, which classified visitors on the
basis of their visiting pattern behavior (Bianchi and Zancanaro, 1999): the
position, captured on the PDA, was sent for processing and a dynamically
composed presentation was sent back for the visitor to play. HIPPIE, a spin-off of
8

The profile used in GUIDE included the list of preferred attractions, user‟s interest, the current position, and

the visited places.
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the HIPS project, experimented with a different approach, using a dynamic user
model based on the user‟s inferred interest and knowledge for personalization
purposes (Opperman and Specht, 2000). While the main delivery medium for
HIPS was audio, HIPPIE produced dynamic text and image hypertext. Both
systems explored Infra Red (IR) technology for indoor positioning. CRUMPET
(Schmidt-Belz et al., 2003) used PDAs for providing dynamic and interactive
maps that showed the current position, recommendations, information about
attractions, and visiting tips. In this system, positioning was based on GPS data.
As mobile and communication technology evolved, so did mobile guides:
PEACH (Stock et al., 2007) dynamically created animation-based video clips
taking into account the user‟s focus of attention. A virtual character migrated to
the PDA from a large screen at the beginning of the visit and accompanied the
visitor, presenting information, throughout the visit. At exit time, a personalized
summary was generated, hinting at what seemed to be most interesting content for
the visitor and suggesting future activities. A more affective interaction, though
not personalized, was sought by Damiano et al. (2008), where “Carletto” (a spider
character) dramatized the presentations for visitors, moving away from the idea of
„guiding‟ toward a more engaging „storytelling‟ approach.
A different kind of service was provided by the iCITY tour guide, which
offered personalized notification of events to visitors using their mobile phones.
The interaction with space introduced by HyperAudio was further explored in
LISTEN (Zimmermann and Lorenz, 2008): the user wore a pair of motion-tracked
wireless head-phones and walked around the exhibition space enjoying
dynamically composed 3D audio presentations. “Speech, music and sound effects
were arranged to form an individualized and location-aware soundscape offering
information related to visual objects as well as creating context-specific
atmospheres”. This type of interaction was further investigated in mobile guides
for visually impaired visitors, triggered by RFID and tilt-based sensors, available
in PDAs (Ghiani et al., 2008).
The ec(h)o project (Hatala and Wakkary, 2005) took an entirely different
approach, experimenting with tangible and embodied interaction, applying visionbased localization and combining it with RFID technology: a wooden cube
enriched with orientation sensors was used to interact with the system, and
11
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headphones were used to receive audio content. The interaction metaphor was that
of a two-way conversation, with the user rotating the cube in different directions
to select one of the options proposed by the system.
Localization of visitors in the space was also used to experiment with wearable
computers. In the Museum Wearable project, video clips relevant to the object in
view were played on a single lens goggle (Sparacino, 2002).
After several years of experiments that focused on exploring how the
technology can support the visitor, the experience of mobile personalized cultural
heritage was very rich, though not complete. The social experience of a group
visit was hampered by the individualistic approach. In this direction, addressing
this shortcoming, AgentSalon (Sumi and Mase, 2001) used virtual characters that
accompanied visitors in public places to foster face-to-face interaction between
people. When the visitors approached large screens, the virtual characters
migrated from their mobile device to the screen (together with their user‟s profile)
and started interacting in order to trigger face-to-face communication among the
humans on issues of mutual interest. Opening up to the social context for indoor
visits was also the focus of PIL (Kuflik et al., 2011): the group members were
modeled individually, but an effort was made to pull them together in sharing
interesting exhibits (e.g., by messaging each other or by suggesting different
objects to see), fostering follow-up discussions after the visit. Another step
forward was taken by Stock and Callaway (2009) who introduced adaptive,
dramatized information presentations into a museum visitors' guide running on
smart phones. Visitors were provided with different dramatic presentations of the
exhibit, in order to encourage discussion about the individual experience later on.

4. Methods and techniques for personalization in
cultural heritage
Digitization of cultural heritage items is not sufficient to support their retrieval in
very large collections, a fact which challenges the user when navigating through
them (Schmitz and Black, 2008). Concerning this issue, personalization
techniques can be employed to steer the selection of information on the basis of
the user / group interests and context, thus protecting them from data overload.
12
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Moreover, personalization can be used to adapt the presentation of information to
the user‟s device, thus facilitating its exploration.
However, for these purposes, cultural heritage information has to be
represented in a machine-readable format which can be matched with the
interests/preferences/context of the recipient(s). This section reviews the
approaches adopted in cultural heritage personalization for representing
information about items (4.1) and users (4.2), and to perform the informed
matching between them (4.3).

4.1. Information Representation
Some early systems (e.g., AVANTI, INTRIGUE, ILEX, AlFresco) stored the
information about cultural heritage items in structured knowledge bases that
provided rich details about item properties and features but were particularly hard
to develop and maintain. In order to overcome such limitations, some systems
employed natural language generation techniques to create the presentations
directly from the archival descriptions of items; see, e.g., Tiddler (Paris et al.,
2001). Conversely, in other projects, lightweight representations and techniques
were explored to minimize the amount of information about items used by the
systems, or to feed system repositories with information automatically retrieved
from existing archives. Explored solutions include:





A simple list of objects representing the exhibition as “visit paths” (Kubadji
(Bohnert et al., 2008));
Text descriptions and “bag of words” representations of the exhibits on
display9 (Kubadji and PIL);
“Bag of concepts” representations generated by natural language processing
techniques to support a concept-based item classification (CHAT (de Gemmis



et al., 2008));
Collection-specific ontologies for the multi-classification of artworks, such as
location and culture, and multi-faceted search (Delphi toolkit (Schmitz and
Black, 2008)).

9

The “bag of words” is obtained by counting the frequency of words in texts as a representation of the

descriptions (Hanani et al., 2001).
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Alternative approaches looked at improving the quality and the amount of
information available in metadata descriptors by integrating them with additional
semantic information. Astudillo et al. (2008) used ontologies to describe the
“circumstances” of artifacts (e.g., historical, geographical, contexts); CHIP
mapped metadata to concepts defined in different vocabularies in order to enrich
the information repository with geographical, temporal and art history
information.
Currently, user-generated content is seen as a useful source of information to
complement or extend metadata. Ahiara et al. (2008) enrich metadata with
descriptions taken from blogs and Wikis; iCITY employs user tags and
annotations about cultural events to extend the cultural heritage repository with
new knowledge and firsthand experience of items.

4.2. Modeling the User
Personalization implies the modeling of the user. This is an important distinctive
feature, as systems such as Cyberguide (Abowd et al., 1997), mobiDENK
(Krösche et al., 2004) and Cicero (Ciavarella et al., 2004), which select content on
the exclusive base of the context (e.g., current position or time), are unable to
adapt it to the user‟s features. In the following, we briefly describe how user
models are represented, initialized and dynamically updated in personalized
cultural heritage systems.
4.2.1. User Model Representation

Needless to say, the user models are closely related to the representation of the
domain information, as outlined below:


Overlay, widely adopted in systems such as PEACH and e(c)ho, describes

user interests, knowledge, and other aspects in terms of the concepts
represented in the domain ontology. This approach was taken also by CHIP,
which overlaid a user model on art ontology, and PeVEP, where a semantic


graph composed by domain items modeled the user.
Feature-based, used in AVANTI, GUIDE, HyperAudio, Hippie, Gulliver‟s

Genie (O'Hare and O'Grady, 2003), LISTEN, UbiquiTO (Cena et al., 2006)
and INTRIGUE. This approach represents user characteristics (including
personal, socio-demographical, and interests/ preferences) as a list of feature14
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value pairs. In iCITY, the feature-based user model is multidimensional
(describing the user‟s interests for each category of cultural heritage
information), to support content selection on multiple criteria, e.g., proximity


of an event or recentness.
Content-based, where user interests are represented as sets of words occurring

in the textual descriptions of items relevant for the user.10 This approach was
taken by PIL and Kubadji. CHAT goes a step further, by applying a layer of
semantic analysis over the simple “bag of words”, achieving a better
representation of documents and their semantic similarity, than in other


methods (e.g., Feature-based and Overlay).
List of items: in some systems, such as Kubadji, user models only store the

user‟s ratings of items (“Collaborative Filtering” approach). Moreover, in
other systems, the user model stored “cases”, which are also lists of items
selected by the users.

4.2.2. Initialization

In many systems (e.g., AVANTI, HIPPIE, UbiquiTO, Gulliver‟s Genie, the
Marble Museum and GUIDE), visitors were asked to fill in questionnaires in
order to determine their background, interests and preferences and to set up the
user model. However, it was soon clear that many of the features in the
questionnaires did not affect the visiting style (Petrelli et al., 1999) and that formfilling was not what visitors wanted to do first (Filippini Fantoni, 2003). This
fostered different approaches: setting up a few simple features (four in
HyperAudio), using stereotypes as a quick means to infer information about the
user (AVANTI, PEACH, Marble Museum, PeVEP and INTRIGUE), specifying
interesting keywords (AgentSalon), or rating artifacts (CHAT), sometimes in
combination with a few questions (CHIP).
If a system offers both online and onsite services, as do MUSE and CHIP, then
core information about the user, collected during an online interaction, can be
used later to bootstrap the onsite guide (e.g., INTRIGUE, UbiquiTO). Conversely,

10

This is the typical user model representation adopted in content-based filtering recommenders based on

unstructured information about items (Billsus and Pazzani, 2007).
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the DeepMap mobile tourist guide (Fink and Kobsa, 2002) explored the idea of
user modeling servers as a source for personal information. PIL explored the use
of mediation (Berkovsky, 2008), incorporating user modeling information
available from other systems to (a) retrieve attractions selected by the user at tour
preparation time from external systems, and (b) combine such case-based
information into a content-based user model steering the presentation of items in
the museum guide. On the other hand, iCITY exploited a common user identity
across services in order to reuse the user information collected by each of them
(by applying mediation techniques in order to address data interoperability
issues).

4.2.3. Dynamic user modeling

A dynamic user model is the core functionality of an adaptive system (Opperman,
1994). The model can be updated on the basis of two possible types of users‟
actions: explicit, triggered by direct user interaction, such as rating the
information delivered (e.g., in PIL) and, implicit, such as walking speed or stop
(e.g., in LISTEN, HIPS), or navigation and annotation behavior (iCITY). Implicit
input is less accurate, but also less intrusive than explicit feedback. The two
approaches have also been used together (as in HyperAudio, UbiquiTO and
PEACH).
Various techniques have been used to adapt the user model dynamically,
including:


Heuristic inference, based on weighting mechanisms that combine the

evidence about user behavior to infer the user‟s features. For instance,
UbiquiTO and iCITY increment/decrement the user‟s interest level depending
on the number and type of actions performed by the user (e.g., clicking on an
item, saving it, rating it, etc.). In other systems, probabilistic methods are


applied for this purpose (e.g., Museum Wearable and AVANTI).
Activation/inhibition networks, where a user model is overlaid on a domain

knowledge base; the user feedback is interpreted as direct interest in domain
concepts and propagated over the links to related concepts (AlFresco,
PEACH);
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Collaborative filtering, where the user model is updated with the items

selected by the user (Kubadji);
Content-based filtering, where the user model evolves on the basis of features

of the selected items: e.g., PIL adapted the “bag of words” representation of


the user model applying the Rocchio algorithm (Rocchio, 1971);
Semantic reasoning, based on an ontological representation of the domain,

which is used to reason about the user‟s features, interests, etc., by traversing
semantic relations among concepts (CHIP).
In many systems, a user model is initialized and then continuously updated,
based on visitors‟ feedback (e.g., AVANTI, GUIDE, Hippie, Gulliver‟s Genie,
PIL, CHIP). In PeVEP and PEACH, the stereotype associated with an avatar,
selected when entering the museum, is updated on the basis of the viewing time,
the manipulation of objects, and the rating and comments provided by the user.
In a few cases, such as HIPS and LISTEN, there is no initialization phase and
the user model is exclusively dynamic. In particular, HIPS‟s user model was
based only on the visitors‟ walking pace and stops that were classified according
to Véron and Levasseur‟s (1983) four animal types. Differently, LISTEN started
from a generic user model and used implicit feedback, movements and time spent
in front of artworks for inferring the visitors‟ level of interest in concepts,
combined with a stereotypical representation of motion styles describing different
ways of looking at exhibits (e.g., Sauntering and Goal-driven).

4.3. Matching users and content
Personalization occurs dynamically during user interaction. Researchers have
experimented with different techniques to match the current user profile with the
right content at the right time.


Early systems, such as AVANTI and ILEX, used Condition-Action rules to
map user features with content and presentation style (more or less technical,



verbose, etc.), as well as user interface layouts (e.g., font style).
Ranking has also been explored. The user model is used to rate/rank content

to be considered for selection. For example, INTRIGUE, PIL and iCITY
ranked items with respect to the user‟s interests.
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Recently, semantic reasoning has been exploited in combination with ranking
in order to broaden the system‟s suggestions. For instance, CHIP integrates
the user‟s interest ratings with ontological reasoning (by traversing relations),
e.g., to suggest artworks not only by the same artists, but also by related ones,



such as their students and teachers (Wang et al., 2009).
The systems that employed Activation/Inhibition networks for learning the
user model also applied them for selecting the content to be presented, given
the user‟s interest levels concerning the concepts of the knowledge base



(AlFresco and PEACH).
Collaborative Filtering was applied in Kubadji to select the next object to

visit, based on the cumulative visitors‟ history: i) using past visitors‟ paths to
select, out of a set of known paths, the one to be assigned to the current
visitor(s); ii) using the interest of a visitor in an object (represented by the
time spent on it), compared to other visitor‟s interest, in order to predict the


next exhibit of interest; and iii) a combination of the two.
Content-based Filtering has been used to select the most suitable items to

recommend, given the user‟s ratings. While in Kubadji this approach is
applied to the “bag of words” representation of the items selected by the
visitor, in CHAT it is applied to the “bag of concepts” representation of


items, identified by lexically analyzing their descriptions.
Social recommendation techniques, based on user-generated content (e.g.,

tags and comments) and folksonomies, are being integrated to enrich further
the systems‟ capabilities in selecting the most appropriate content for the
user. For instance, iCITY and CHAT exploit user tagging behavior for


recommendation purposes; see Section 5.3.
PIL used the Vector Space model to calculate the cosine similarity between a
vector representing the user‟s interest and a vector representing the content to
be presented. The similarity between the user model and the content was used



to rank the presentations for the individual visitor.
Hybrid approaches: many systems employ more than one basic technique to

improve their own matching capabilities. For instance, CRUMPET combined
collaborative filtering and content-based filtering for recommendation
purposes. PEACH applied several modeling approaches: in one, it inferred
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the relevancy of content, based on the visitor‟s level of interest in these
concepts (the same domain knowledge base was applied for both user
modeling and natural language generation of presentation). In another case,
potential new interests were implicitly identified by propagating the user‟s
interest, based on feedback, over an activation/inhibition network of
presentations (pre-defined presentations were linked with semantic links).

5. Discussion, Trends and Challenges
Historically, personalization of cultural heritage information has stemmed from
natural language generation research on the one hand and adaptive hypermedia on
the other. Earlier linguistic techniques were replaced with “light weight”
techniques, due to their complexity and computational demand, in favor of less
knowledge-intensive solutions supporting the adaptation to the user‟s context, and
of the adoption of lightweight natural language generation techniques based on
templates, canned text, and other similar solutions.
The web soon became an experimental setting for personalization technology.
The Web 2.0, the semantic and social web, and more powerful hardware and
network infrastructures made online and onsite services converge into a set of
integrated services to be used before, during and after the visit.
Despite this progress and interesting results, the cultural heritage industry has
yet to adopt personalization in the sense discussed so far. While mobile guides are
now a common sight in cultural heritage settings and social web technology is
spreading fast, personalized services are not. Recently, the cultural heritage sector
has recognized the value of delivering different content and presentation style to
different types of people (Falk, 2009). Moreover, some institutions already
differentiate their offer; e.g., the Tate Gallery offers customized services
respectively tailored to the needs and preferences of kids, parents and teachers
(Jackson and Adamson, 2009). All in all, cultural heritage institutions now seem
willing and ready to adopt personalization and not only to support explorations
and experiments. However, to meet the needs of the cultural heritage industry,
personalization has to address a number of challenges, described in the following.
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5.1 Standards to Reach Critical Mass
Over the years, much effort has been devoted in the cultural heritage domain to
create and conform to standards that would facilitate the storage and exchange of
information, assuring its evolution, extension and preservation for the future. For
instance, the Europeana project11 is aimed at standardizing access to European
online cultural heritage resources. Wikis and blogs are entering the picture,
providing content that can be constantly revised without requiring technical skills
(Dicker, 2010; Stein and Bachta, 2010). This has so far been an untapped resource
which, if properly exploited, could facilitate the adoption of personalization by
cultural heritage institutions, in order to help the visitor navigate through large
amounts of unstructured, dynamic content. However, some work is needed before
these repositories can become the resource for personalization services, e.g., preprocessing via language technology to create a coherent representation to be used
by mechanisms that generate presentations. One possibility is for personalization
to become a “pathfinder”, e.g., providing personal views or defining individual
navigation paths in the collections, and a “tour provider” tuning the presentation
to the user‟s context.
Standardization should extend from content representation to system
architectures and personalization techniques. Up till now, most projects had their
own research agenda, created their own data and developed complete systems that
were later abandoned. A common standard of infrastructure, data structure and
user model modules would ease the implementation and evaluation of novel ideas
and allow researchers to focus on specific research questions while evaluating
them in a common environment. As for architecture, user models should be
separated from the applications, thus enabling external, standard user modeling
components to use and re-use personal data (Kobsa, 2001) or using standard
ontologies such as GUMO (Heckmann et al., 2005) and communicating in
standard protocols such as UserML (Heckmann and Krüger, 2003). Moreover,
standard architectures (such as the multi-agents architecture suggested in PEACH)
may allow cultural heritage application developers to focus on developing their
specific application while re-using existing infrastructure. This would facilitate

11

Europeana – the cultural collections of Europe http://www.europeana.eu/portal/index.html
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the development of more effective and robust infrastructures that could ease the
adoption of personalization by cultural institutions.
5.2 Before, During and After the visit – towards a Lifelong Experience
The cultural heritage experience is being viewed as an ongoing lifelong
experience: curators and museum researchers are continuously looking at how
visitors can be captured and retained over time, both online and onsite (Lord,
2007; Wilkening and Chung, 2009; Falk, 2009). As an interaction continuum,
personalization can play a major role by reasoning on past experience and other
daily and contextual characteristics of the visitor, making the current cultural
heritage experience a link in a lifelong chain. This creates a series of challenges
that accompany lifelong user modeling in general: collecting evidence,
remembering and forgetting (as user‟s characteristics change), privacy and user
control – what to disclose and what to keep private (Kuflik et al., 2010; Toch et
al., 2012this issue).
Furthermore, a persistent user model re-introduces the well known issues of
trust and transparency that have to be seriously addressed and not just merely
acknowledged. While some projects have investigated different aspects of this
issue (e.g., explanation in INTRIGUE and CHIP (Cramer et al., 2008), scrutability
of user models, as suggested by Kay et al. (2005) and implemented in iCITY),
much work has to be carried out in order to reach satisfactory results.

5.3 Not Me but Us: Social Aspects
As reported in many museum research studies, visiting a museum is a social
experience. Individual user models cannot be directly applied to groups because
group members have different interests, constraints and capabilities (including
physical ones). Therefore, the group visiting experience has to be adapted to
facilitate user interaction and socialization during the visit, as well as to satisfy
heterogeneous requirements that might affect suggestions of the artworks to see
and the overall tour organization. However, in only a few cases has the social
aspect of cultural heritage been considered (e.g., INTRIGUE, PIL, Plua and
Jameson (2002)) and it seems that an extensive amount of work is needed to
achieve satisfactory results.
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It should be noted that, in other research areas, such as Computer Supported
Cooperative Work and collaboration support, group modeling has been studied
extensively, in order to understand how user and group interests evolve along
time, whether users are more or less involved in activities, and the like. For
instance, see (Jameson and Smyth, 2007; Vassileva and Sun, 2007; Masthoff,
2004; Masthoff and Gatt, 2006; Ardissono et al., 2010). While group modeling
has substantially different meanings in the management of synchronous activities,
such as the museum visit, or asynchronous ones, such as the participation in a
virtual community, an intersection between these two research fields can be found
as far as modeling group interests and knowledge is concerned. In fact, such
information can be useful to tailor the selection of content in a cultural heritage
site.
On a different perspective, museums and cultural heritage institutions are
actively supporting the sharing of experience among visitors and the publication
of user-generated material in order to enhance their web presence and establish
long-term relationships with people. For instance, the Brooklyn Museum
(Bernstein, 2008) uses Web 2.0 applications, such as Facebook and Twitter, to
support the clustering of user communities; Steve.museum (Trant, 2006) employs
folksonomies and social tagging to support the navigation of vast collections from
a user perspective (instead of the one held by the curator); the New York Public
Library extracts tags from metadata to integrate a traditional search with
folksonomies (Dalton, 2010). However, user-generated content can cause an
explosion of the amount of available information, so that users lose the
“awareness” of what is happening and of the most interesting contributions to
inspect.
Indeed, the increasing presence of institutions on the Web represents both a
challenge and an opportunity for personalization research. Specifically, the active
participation of the general public and user-generated content could be solicited,
as discussed in (Vassileva, this issue2012), and effectively used. Information
garnered as a result of inviting visitors to cultural heritage web sites to become
curators of the content, to compose and upload their own virtual galleries (e.g.,
Tate Kids Collection in Tate Online), and to share their collection, thoughts and
views (e.g., “remixing exhibits”, in (Fisher et al., 2007)) can be used by
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personalization systems as a source of reliable data. In turn, personalization can
dramatically improve such systems, e.g., by supporting more effective community
formation via personalized match-making and by enhancing the search facilities
offered by virtual collections; e.g., see (Paliouras, this issue2012) for a discussion
about community-based personalization. CHAT has made a first step in this
direction by integrating metadata information with user tags in order to improve
the personalized suggestion of items (Lops et al., 2009) but there is more space for
experimenting with existing and future personalization techniques.

5.4. Beyond Hypermedia and Multimedia
With a few exceptions (e.g., PeVEP, PEACH, “Carletto” the spider, e(c)ho,
LISTEN), the delivery mode has been based on the metaphor of hypermedia with
content organized in pages and links, followed by multimedia presentations on
mobile devices. As technology evolves, new possibilities emerge. Augmented
reality could improve the visitors‟ sense of being present in the museum and their
enjoyment during the visit (Sylaiou et al., 2010), and body interaction can control
the display or non display of artworks (vom Lehn et al., 2007). These new
interaction paradigms have not been personalized so far and open new avenues for
research.
Following the same line of argument, some degree of affective computing has
been employed in cultural heritage applications, for example to engage visitors in
cooperative learning games (Tate Online, ARCHIE (Van Loon et al., 2007);
Yatani et al., 2004). Affective computing and personalization techniques could be
combined to tailor the environments to the user‟s visiting style, mood, and goals,
thus creating a unique and engaging experience.

5.4 Evaluation: A Serious Issue
Evaluation of adaptive systems has received much attention in recent years and a
number of issues that could affect the results of the evaluation have been pointed
out, e.g.: lack of objectivity (compare the adaptive system with its static
counterpart not optimized for normal interaction); lack of distinction between
usability and adaptivity issues; incorrect sampling of participants are among
others discussed in (Weibelzahl, 2005), as well as in (Chin and Crosby, 2002).
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Evaluation of adaptive systems in cultural heritage has followed the same path,
and the results reported in the literature, although providing valuable insights,
suffer from the same drawbacks. For example, the results of the evaluation of the
Marble Museum of Carrara do not distinguish between usability problems
(unclear labels for the stereotypes) and adaptivity. Interestingly, participants did
not like the stereotypic representation and were confused by the need to define a
personal profile manually, all usability issues; however, participants liked the
dynamic personalization as it behaved like a human guide. This fact indicates that
hiding features that are difficult to grasp (e.g., personalization) could be a winning
choice. Similarly, PIL user studies showed that users liked the technology, but the
personalization went unnoticed (Kuflik et al., 2011). As pointed out by
Weibelzahl (2005), this should be the desired effect, as a good personalization
should go unnoticed by the user who becomes aware of it only when something

goes wrong. This seems to contrast with the results of the evaluation of CHIP that
extensively investigated transparency and trust by presenting or omitting certainty
values in the interface. Results showed how transparency is appreciated by users
who can understand better what the system is doing for them and are willing to
change their behavior (providing more feedback) to improve the quality of the
recommendations (Cramer et al., 2008).
These evaluations focused on user interaction and perception, neglecting an
essential part, i.e., that of testing and evaluating the underlying technology
independently from the user. A clear inspection of every individual component is
essential (Weibelzahl, 2002). A multi-layer evaluation framework (Karagiannidis
and Sampson, 2000) that clearly separates different phases, from low-level
monitoring of the user behavior (e.g., keystroke input), through the adaptation
decision, to high-level assessment (e.g., the student has not understood the
concept) has been proposed and successfully validated. However, the evaluation
of personalization in cultural heritage presents a further level of complexity if the
system is to be used in a changing context, such as visiting a museum or a city.
Petrelli and Not (2005) discussed this issue and proposed developing an
environment that allows extensive testing of the system before it is taken out of
the lab for a field trial with real visitors in a real museum. One of the core
functions of the suggested development environment is the possibility of
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simulating the different components, e.g., the user model or the user‟s
movements. This two-step evaluation, first in the lab and then in the field, was
adopted in HIPS and allowed separating the evaluation of the system‟s
effectiveness and efficiency from the quality of the user experience (Marti and
Lanzi, 2001).
In line with this approach, some projects evaluated aspects of the technology
without involving the user, i.e., user behavior was simulated. PEACH (Zancanaro
et al., 2007), Kubadji, and the Museum Wearable projects all used recorded
visiting behavior to evaluate the quality of the result of the adaptive algorithm.
For the same purpose, PIL simulated the user via synthetic models. UbiquiTO is
another example of evaluation without the user, where the impact of
personalization was evaluated by comparing predefined user interests with system
recommendations.
As for all other aspects of personalization research, the system and user
evaluation would benefit from a common effort and the creation of a shared
understanding of which new systems should be evaluated, and how (Weibelzahl,
2002; Paramythis et al., 2010). A shared, structured evaluation framework, as
common in other specialized areas of computer science such as information
retrieval and speech recognition, would support the comparison of different
solutions, the emergence of best practices and the reuse of components, and it
would lead to faster progress in the field.

6. Conclusions
In the early days of personalization in cultural heritage, 20 years ago, novel
technologies were explored. Research focused on information delivery to an
individual visitor, during a single visit online or onsite. Even then, the availability
of content was recognized as a major and unresolved challenge. Recently, the
focus has shifted from individuals engaged in a single visit to: (i) supporting a
more realistic scenario which complies with the fact that most people visit
physical museums in small groups, such as families and classes of schoolmates;
(ii) managing a long lasting interaction between the visitor(s) and the cultural
heritage site by allowing multiple online and onsite visits; (iii) enabling group
collaboration in both physical and online cultural heritage sites, in order to
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support the formation of virtual communities. This shift happened with the
introduction of Web 2.0, the social and semantic web, and the recognition of
personalization as a tool for lifelong modeling of museum visitors.
The evolution and convergence of technologies, together with the needs
expressed by recent museum research, open new opportunities for personalization
research, which has the potential to improve the presentation of information, the
exploration of content interesting for the specific user/group, the collaboration
among users having similar interests, as well as the adaptation to heterogeneous
user contexts and devices. However, such evolution presents new challenges. For
instance, the dramatic increase in available information and material, the growing
interest in supporting socialization and collaboration in small and large-size
communities and the interest in user-generated content, coupled with a need to
guarantee high-quality information standards at low costs, pose somehow
conflicting requirements, which can be hardly met now but could be addressed in
further interdisciplinary research. Concerning personalization, while there is room
for continuing experimentation with new ideas and new technology, the real issue
is to support realistic scenarios – real visitors and users, as individuals and groups
in daily interactions with cultural heritage. It is time to collaborate more closely
with cultural heritage researchers and institutions, putting personalization research
results to work in practice while basing them on and combining them with recent
museum studies. This can be achieved, in part, by applying personalization in
cultural heritage sites, based on the results of museum studies, by approaching the
cultural heritage community at relevant conferences (e.g., Museums and the
Web), as well as by starting mutual projects with realistic practical goals and
long-term trials.
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Appendix A
The table below describes the systems reviewed for this paper and some additional ones (a relevant publication describing the latter is reported in a
footnote). It provides a description of their characteristics, which are not mutually exclusive. It describes the setting: indoor/outdoor/virtual (where
virtual denotes virtual reality systems and virtual galleries/collections), the device: desktop/mobile/wearable, the way information is presented:
over an aerial map, as a web page, using a virtual character and or in audio video, the adaptation type: individual/group/context aware, the way the
user model is represented: Overlay/Feature based/Content based/ List of items, the way the user model is initialized: explicit list of
preferences/using stereotypes/by mediation/keyword selection or no initialization, how the user model is updated: the type of feedback –
implicit/explicit or both (B), based on heuristic inferences, activation/inhibition networks, content-based, case-based, collaborative or semantic
reasoning and how content is selected: based on social recommendation, rule-based (Condition/Action rules – C/A), ranking of objects, semantic
reasoning, collaborative filtering (Collab. Filtering), content-based filtering (Content-Based F.) or by means of the vector space approach.
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